Ankle Fractures in Children

Ankle Fractures in the paediatric population are among the most common physeal injuries. Trauma around the ankle often results in distal tibial metaphyseal fractures in the very young child, medial and lateral malleolus fractures in middle childhood (McFarland fractures) and transitional fractures in adolescence (Tillaux and Triplane fractures).

Gamma angle, a measurement tool of the femoral head angular translation in adults hips with cam or mix form of impingement femoroacetabulare

Femoral head translation leads to the cam deformity development. It is formed on the femoral head-neck junction. Cam deformity produces femoroacetabular impingement. There are no particular techniques for femoral head translation assessment. The offset index is the most regularly applied. It quantifies the relation between the femoral head and neck junction. We in ...

Rib fractures and nerve block. A 84 case study
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The aim of the study is to determine the importance of nerve block in rib fracture patients. Methods: During the period January 2017- December 2018 a retrospective study took place. Eighty four patients diagnosed already with rib fractures underwent nerve block by thoracic surgery department at General Hospital of Nicaea-Piraeus, Greece.

**Damage control surgery Concept**

Damage control surgery concept (DCS) consists of performing a staged surgery and allowing resuscitation in severe trauma patients who require surgical management. Initially, the DCS has been described in severe liver trauma associated with coagulopathy. Over time, Due to the observed advantages, the DSC approach has become standard practice for abdominal trauma wit ...

**Superior Patellar Sleeve Fracture: A case report and review of the published evidence**

Patellar fractures are uncommon, accounting for only 2% of all fractures [1]. Sleeve fractures were first reported in 1978 by Houghton and Ackroyd and occur predominantly in children. This fracture results in the inferior sleeve of articular cartilage being avulsed along with the periostium and retinaculum from the patella. Inconsistently the avulsed fragment can cont ...
Trauma-related aggression - Dissociation or psychosis
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Psychosis, dissociation or simple aggression may have similar clinical presentations. A case in a resident facility for trauma treatment is presented and discussed. Getting triggered by someone often happens in patients with dissociative disorders after childhood traumatization, rarely so in psychosis. Aggressive acts may also be seen without apparent connection to tr ...
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